
Since 2015 an increasing number of jet noise reports are reported by residents of the Salish Sea 

region, using the San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting Website.  This document provides data 

broken out by reports generated inside San Juan County and outside. 

With the addition of 36 more Growlers in 2019, the region has been bombarded.  The number of noise 

reports in 2022 exceeds the number reported in 2021 by 36%. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

DISRUPTION EVERYWHERE 
 MOUNT VERNON. I'm wearing noise canceling over the ear headphones and I still can't hear what people 

are saying because of the jet flying overhead. This is a level of noise that should not be allowed in 

populated areas. 

 CAMA BEACH: Reporting for a Guest staying in the CAMA Beach State Park cabins. They did not have the 

link. They were very upset over the jets. Could not sleep and will not be back. 

 FORKS - out of nowhere, activity stopping roar and house shaking rumble, then the pilot circled back again 

but higher. Very disturbing especially when reading about Ukraine war. Sounded like war overhead here. 

 DECATUR ISLAND:  Wow, made my windows vibrate. Have video. 

 GREENBANK: The planes are flying OUT of pattern tonight over Greenbank and are flying very low.  This is 

the 2nd night in a row.  Why?  

 PORT TOWNSEND: The noise from Whidbey island station has been horrendous over the Quimper 

Peninsula Port Townsend Discovery Bay area for weeks now 

 SE LOPEZ: 18 Nov 22, 9:45am - 12:15pm and beyond.  Roaring in the 75 - 85 decibel range 

 CAMANO: Really loud.  Shaking house and windows on Camano Island.  Flying low, heading east.   

 ANACORTES. Sinister rumbling, shaking thunder hitting and shuddering the south side of my Anacortes 

home-  5-6 pm and ongoing so far.  Disquieting, disturbing and unacceptable- for a land at peace as always. 

 OAK HARBOR: "Piercing metallic very loud warplane noise- making communication with my patients in 

Oak Harbor medical clinic very difficult.  Find myself needing to stop repeatedly and wait for enough quiet 

to proceed. 

All comments begin on page 13. 
 

 
 

Jet Noise Report 

January – December 2022 
It’s about HEALTH!   

The Growler Health Impact Project, 

funded by the University of 

Washington’s Population Health 

Initiative, will analyze the troves of 

raw Growler jet noise data collected 

over the past decade. The 

researchers gave a webinar on their 

objectives. You can watch the video 

here  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=79HGX8GkQdc 

“I was walking up my driveway 

when the jets started again. The 

first 2 were flying high and it was 

almost tolerable. The 3rd flew 

about 200 feet above me; I covered 

my ears but it still hurt & my body 

rumbled with sonic reverberation. 

This is toxic.” 

“Here they go again straight over 

our houses I’m getting so sick from 

this anxiety blood pressure and it 

disrupts my life.” 

 

 

 

Report excessive jet noise: 

https://www.quietskies.info/

access-the-county-report-

site 

https://click.everyaction.com/k/53057323/374260933/-294594012?nvep=ew0KICAiVGVuYW50VXJpIjogIm5ncHZhbjovL3Zhbi9FQS9FQTAwMi8xLzcyMDE0IiwNCiAgIkRpc3RyaWJ1dGlvblVuaXF1ZUlkIjogImMzM2MwYmNiLTY1NTEtZWQxMS04MTljLTAwMjI0ODI1OGUwOCIsDQogICJFbWFpbEFkZHJlc3MiOiAicXVpZXRza2llc3Nhbmp1YW5AZ21haWwuY29tIg0KfQ%3D%3D&hmac=RS-Yzhul4I2djB3T3oRYNGfPDaInUDYSkLAWt3bP7bw=&emci=b68ffb0d-d250-ed11-819c-002248258e08&emdi=c33c0bcb-6551-ed11-819c-002248258e08&ceid=8706897
https://click.everyaction.com/k/53057323/374260933/-294594012?nvep=ew0KICAiVGVuYW50VXJpIjogIm5ncHZhbjovL3Zhbi9FQS9FQTAwMi8xLzcyMDE0IiwNCiAgIkRpc3RyaWJ1dGlvblVuaXF1ZUlkIjogImMzM2MwYmNiLTY1NTEtZWQxMS04MTljLTAwMjI0ODI1OGUwOCIsDQogICJFbWFpbEFkZHJlc3MiOiAicXVpZXRza2llc3Nhbmp1YW5AZ21haWwuY29tIg0KfQ%3D%3D&hmac=RS-Yzhul4I2djB3T3oRYNGfPDaInUDYSkLAWt3bP7bw=&emci=b68ffb0d-d250-ed11-819c-002248258e08&emdi=c33c0bcb-6551-ed11-819c-002248258e08&ceid=8706897
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79HGX8GkQdc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79HGX8GkQdc
https://www.quietskies.info/access-the-county-report-site
https://www.quietskies.info/access-the-county-report-site
https://www.quietskies.info/access-the-county-report-site


INSIDE THIS REPORT: 

 Annual Comparisons 

 Monthly Comparisons 

 Report by Location 

 Reports by Day of the Week 

 Reports by Time of Day 

 Map of Report Locations 

 Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts 

The San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting website was approved in 2014 

by the County Council for people to have a reliable place for recording their 

reports and comments. Data reports began in 2015. 

gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting 

 

In October, 2019, permission was given for people outside of San Juan 

County to use this noise reporting website.  We are seeing an increasing 

number of reports from the wider region. This report is compiled by Quiet 

Skies: 

https://www.quietskies.info/ 

 

Join our Mailing List. Contact Quiet Skies 

 QuietSkiesSanJuan@gmail.com 

 

 

 

                         Listen to the jet noise that 

we hear in our region:  

https://sounddefensealliance.org/growle

r-videos-audio/ 

The Navy dismisses noise data:  

https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/n

avy-should-use-our-data-on-growler-

noise-not-dismiss-it/  

 
Jet noise raises emotions.  If you are 
in crisis, you can call the National 
Suicide Prevention Lifeline 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week, at 988. 
Press 1 for the Veterans Helpline. 
 
You can also text a crisis counselor by 
messaging HOME to 741741. 
 
Crisis lines are available for all 
Washingtonians regardless of 
insurance status or income level. 
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This chart provides some background to the history of noise reporting. 

Jet noise reporting began in 2014 when San Juan County implemented a website for reporting jet noise. Data collection began in 2015. In 

the Fall, 2019, access was expanded to people outside of San Juan County enabling them to enter jet noise reports with the result that 

the number of noise reports is increasing, as has the number of aircraft at NASWI. This chart provides the simple totals of all noise 

reports in the database since 2015 through 2022. 
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Note the variation in noise experienced by month and by location. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly 

underestimating the impact of jet noise.  There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable. 
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Jet Noise Reports by Day of the Week - All Locations - 2022

Note the variation in noise experienced by the days. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly underestimating the impact of 

jet noise.  There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable. 
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Noise Reports by Time of Day
Outside San Juan County

Nov-22 Dec-22
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Jet Noise Reports by Time of Day
Inside San Juan County

Nov-22 Dec-22

For example, submissions that report noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Sometimes reports do not include a specific 

time.  For those, related data may indicate Day or Evening noise disturbance, or Not Available.   

Note the variation in noise experienced at different times of the day. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly underestimating 

the impact of jet noise.  There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable. 
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For example, submissions that report noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Sometimes reports do not 

include a specific time.  For those, related data may indicate Day or Evening noise disturbance, or Not Available.   

Note the variation in noise experienced at different times of the day. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly 

underestimating the impact of jet noise.  There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable. 
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The following three 

“Density Maps” use color 

variation to show the 

intensity of jet noise 

reports.  The first map is of 

the larger region and 

includes the Olympic 

Peninsula. The next two 

focus on San Juan County, 

and then Island County. 

These maps are based on 

data for all of 2021; 11,148 

reports. 

It is our intention to 

develop Density Maps to 

reflect 2022 data, and hope 

to include them in future 

reports. 
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Comments Submitted with November and December 2022 Reports 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Decibel meter report from around 650-720pm sustained 90db to a peak of 

124 db." 

My windows in my home actually started vibratiing with the rumbling of the 

Growlers. I can't imagine what it is doing to my body! 

Growlers making very loud noise.   

Easily visible, below 10,000’ at maybe 7,000’, engines blasting as it tight 

turned. Obviously attempting escape from electronic warfare. Five minutes 

later and another loud, low circle. Includes all of Forks and ONP. Go away 

for your training games! 

Super loud growler flyby.  This really needs to stop  

Always fun having to wear earplugs indoors in order to get work done. I 

hate Tuesdays around here. 

Growlers flying loudly overhead  

Is the war over yet? Can we come out of our homes? No? Still flying back 

and forth with no regard for the people you're torturing? Ok, carry on. I'm 

sure you believe you're heroes or something. 

Had to stop our conversation when outside talking with my husband. Our 

voices were drown out by the jet noise! 

Loud jet noise over Stanwood. Disrupted our conversation outside. 

Very low altitude. Decibel meter readings above 100 

flying overhead-caught me walking back from the mailbox and the noise 

hurts my ears-now inside and it measuring 89.7 dBs. They are cutting 

corners today and not flying out over the water before approaching-just 

flew directly over the house. 

Blasting fly over! 

Terrible, ear shattering overflights.  

Two growlers right over my head.  Way too loud 

SERIOUSLY THIS NEEDS TO STOP.  Why are they flying over residential areas.  

They fly DIRECTLY over our house.  My 2 year old can't ever complete a nap 

because they are RIGHT OVER OUR HOUSE!  This needs to stop.   

Mount Vernon. I'm wearing noise canceling over the ear headphones and I 

still can't hear what people are saying because of the jet flying overhead. 

This is a level of noise that should not be allowed in populated areas. 

Right over the house.  Growlers need a new home away from people  

This is beyond disruptive and EXTREMELY loud.  MY BABY CAN’T SLEEP 

PEACEFULLY OR AT ALL!!!  Why are they flying over residential house’s 

seriously?!?!  This is getting ridiculous.  Stop flying over our homes!!!!!!! 

NOTES:  

Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for example, 

generally produce 90 dB. How would you like to have that running 

inside your home? Noise over 70 dB for a prolonged period of time 

is harmful to your ears and can cause permanent hearing damage. 

Noise over 120 dB can cause immediate harm to your ears. 

Some of the people who submit a noise report also list their home 

address or phone number or e-mail.  In this report, those personal 

identifiers are deleted/modified, as are expletives. 

Some reports do not include comments. 

 

 



One of many flights taking off this morning! 

Growlers flying low and loud  

Hey people live here.  Growlers making life hell  

Growlers flying loudly.  Situation normal in insane place for them to be 

training 

Low and loud south Lopez. Several passes 

Mount Vernon.  94dbC over my house just now! NOT OK!! 

Looked like f18, was extremely low and was going slow increasing its 

loudness. Was approximately 300ft off the ground. Unacceptable 

shipmates.  

Constant rumbling all the time. Go away! 

Very long and loud flight. Felt it through my house. I could feel a reaction in 

my body from the sound.  

Noisy growler flyby  

Loud growler flyby disrupting my life 

Growlers flying and making life impossible below  

Several flyovers during late morning that produced loud roars and disrupted 

outside activities. 

Two aircraft directly overhead 

Growlers flying and making a lot of noise  

Too loud for residential area  

Way too Damn loud.  This has to stop.  The Growlers need a remote location 

for this kind of flying 

Growlers making noise.  It's so load on my home.  They really don't care  

Trying to enjoy some peaceful fall rain and wind and there is not even a 

pause in the continuous warplane sounds- from rumbling thunder to tearing 

metallic shrieks at times.  Anacortes on a Thursday afternoon.   Hideous 

Hours of near continuous thunderous racket today.  Bad place to live this 

Anacortes Military war training zone… 

Trying to watch the World Series- can’t hear the announcers just now.  

Anacortes 6pm on a Thursday… 

South Lopez 

Second extrem noise in 15 minutes south Lopez 

3rd pass south Lopez 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my day  

Military aircraft constantly transit ing discovery Bay polluting our skies with 

endless noise and exhaust 

Multiple Extremely loud low flying growler aircraft with gear down  

Get your Growler Jets out of Lopez Airspace!! You treat us on Lopez Island 

like pawns in your War games and WE NEVER AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR 

FLY ZONES!! YOU DAMAGE OUR HEARING AND HARM OUR HEALTH!! YOU 

UTTERLY DESTROY OUR PEACE AND QUIET! STOP NOW! 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Extremely loud low flying growler aircraft disrupting my day  

Obnoxious!!! 

Low flying growler aircraft.  

Extremely loud low flying growler aircraft  

Exiting from nice lunch to deafening fly over! 

Loud fly over. 



Low flying growler aircraft  

Disrupted my work and cannot imagine why this intrusion is necessary. 

Really?  All morning, now afternoon this has been going on 

LOUD GROWLERS OVERHEAD! 

Why is this assault on the senses necessary???? 

LOUD GROWLER OVERHEAD  

"Each of these reports made within several minutes of each other are due 

to the fact the aircraft throttles back to a low-noise level,  or leaves the 

area, then returns to assault us again.   

And again. 

And again. 

Multiple low flying growler aircraft disrupting my day  

Low flying growler aircraft  

"Is this going to go on all day? 

Give us a break! Find another flight pattern" 

"LOUD GROWLERS OVERHEAD!!!  

Feels like we’re in a WAR!" 

EXTREMELY LOUD! 

You can hide in the clouds but the extremely loud noise is unmistakable as 

Growler noise!! 

These LOUD LOW GROWLERS ARE DOING CIRCLES AROUND NORTH LOPEZ 

ONE AFTER ANOTHER!  It very ANNOYING! 

Extremely loud low flying growler aircraft disrupting my day  

The growlers need to move to el centro where they won't have to fly near 

residential homes  

"Get the growlers out of here  

Ridiculously loud aircraft overhead, these planes should not be flown over 

environments or people you aren't trying to kill or destroy 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Low flying growler aircraft  

"LOUD GROWLERS OVERHEAD still flying low over North Lopez! 

This.        Is.       Ridiculous.  " 

Waking the babies up from there nap in the middle of their nap!!!! 

Exiting car to more loud jet noise!!@ 

Trying to eat but flight stops conversations  

Many flyovers today, can’t continue conversations outside.  

Loud rumble-followed by long continuous noise! 

Loud, jets have been filling the skies most of the day! 

Growlers flying loudly again ruining the peace  

Loud long fly by! 

I live right next to the base and I’m upset because I didn’t do my research.  

Growlers need a remote location to make this level of noise  

Too damn loud for residential area.  Growlers need to move to el centro.  

Nothing but farm and desert there 

More noisy growlers flying overhead  

Get the damn growlers out of here  



This amount of noise has got to be illegal  

Way too low and loud. 

Really loud flyover by growlers over camano.  They need to get the hell out 

of here  

This was the first of 8 or 9 long, low, LOUD flights over the house. First one 

12ish, last 1ish! 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Growlers flying right over my house.  They need to get the hell out of here 

I growlers making noise and it is intolerable loud  

These flights have been going on all day. They are really low - too low.  

Growlers making life hell for everyone below  

God help us.  Growlers making so much noise  

Get the hell out of Camano airspace  

Wtf growlers buzzing my house.  They need to move these to remote 

location.  What was wrong with isolated el centro? 

Constant flyover of my home by growlers.  They need to get the hell out of 

here  

Repeated overflights for the past 45 minutes, low and loud. 

Loud enough outside to quell conversations and inside to be distracting. 

Been circling for the last 15 minutes and sound like they are staying awhile 

longer - harumph         

Carrier landing practice making a lot of noise  

Too damn loud.  Growlers need a remote location for this kind of flying  

For over 3 days now we have been cold and powering part of our homes 

with loud portable generators. Many on Camano are still without power 

with nerves frayed.  So the Navy's idea of a good idea is to fly extremely 

loud growlers above us????? 

Continuing to make Mount Vernon unlivable 

Power is out for many.  Thank God the growlers are still making noise.  My 

ears are used to the loud generators running.  It would be too much to have 

some quiet  

South Lopez  

Planes constantly taking off and landing all day and into the evening.  Some 

extremely loud (had to cover my ears).  Very disruptive to seeking peace, 

quiet and nature setting at a State Park.   

Growlers are flying this morning, no schedule was shared on the Navy 

website. This means anyone outside could be suddenly exposed to noise 

levels that cause temporary, even permanent, hearing loss. This is a health 

hazard inflicted on the community. 

Low flying growler aircraft  

"Piercing metallic very loud warplane noise- making communication with 

my patients in Oak Harbor medical clinic very difficult.  Find myself needing 

to stop repeatedly and wait for enough quiet to proceed.  Tuesday- Oak 

Harbor 

giving me a headache " 

"Horrible echoing metallic screaming today- giving me a headache at my 

place of work in Oak Harbor. 

extremely loud. 

unconcionable harm to civilian population" 

Another growler flyby.  How much more can we take  



Loud low screaming fly over. Seem to be more over yesterday and today. 

Growlers flying above a nerve shattered community.  No power, cold 

houses and loud generators running and now Growlers shattering sound  

Pounded by planes most of the day- another fly over after listening to the 

constant noise of touch and goes a lot of the day! It's draining. 

Isn't it enough that you were at it all afternoon, and now you have to be 

ruining our evening? 

I live at _____ in Port Townsend and the growlers are flying tonight. Must 

be doing touch and goes at NASWI. Extremely loud jet noise! They will 

continue until 11 PM tonight. Keep complaining people,don’t give up hope! 

F*** the navy  

Pressing NATO right up to all borders of Russia over the last 16 years 

It’s all so pathetic ,it starts right here in our own neighborhood Skies" 

Day four of no power, running on generator, no internet and extremely 

weak cell signal. 38 degrees and no heat. Obviously it’s a great time to send 

in the f-cking jets to run some sorties over Coupeville. Absolutely incredible.  

Even with the windows closed I find the rumble of the jets intrusive. When 

we purchased our home 7 years ago it was unusual to hear the jets. Now it 

is common. Very disturbing. We protest the expansion of the flight paths as 

well as the increase #. 

All day long jets and noise and rumbles and booms. May as well live under a 

freeway overpass. 

Walking shelter dogs who are already spooked by loud noises, and the 

circling jets are adding to their agitation, and to mine. No blasting 

afterburners but noisy enough to irritate and raise blood pressure. 

This has been going on for about 1 1/2 hours. It was only supposed to be in 

the morning and afternoon today according to info on this site, but it’s 

ongoing tonight. 

Having a hard time hearing some parts of our morning meeting because of 

Navy jets flying over. 

Multiple growlers making noise ruining yet another day  

God it was such a nice sunny day until the growlers showed up  

Landing practice has been going on for hours.  Too loud to work outside my 

home!  Constant. 

This growler noise is too much  

Seems constant these days . Very disturbing! 

And for what, really. ??? 

Growlers flying touch and go landings making a hellish noise.  This is not the 

place for this noisy training 

More noise than you would think would be legally allowed  

Growlers making noise ruining yet another night 

Growlers flying loudly  

It is late evening and the growlers continual the noisy assault on the 

Americans living here 

This is too much.  I am trying to live here  

This level of abuse by growlers extreme noise has got to be illegal  

This is beyond the limits of reasonable behavior.  Growlers flying over 

heavily populated area shattering the nerves of those living here  

Excessive noise from the growlers has gone on all day and well into the 

night for the last several days.  You can't go for a walk.  Can't have a 

conversation with the person next to you.  My dogs are terrified.  This is an 

attack on residents. 

It WAS a beautiful day until the roaring started up. Please move to Chico. 



The whole house shuttered.  Did Ann asteroid just hit the earth?  No just the 

growlers terrorizing the Americans below  

I am inside my home and can feel the vibration from the growlers in my 

chest.  This so wrong on so many levels. 

Right over the house.  Was that part of the growler training  

Come on too loud  

Most of the day ... now into the evening, only LOUDER now! 

Really enjoying these mid-day dive bombs on Whidbey, super helpful for 

breaking the monotony of catching up on work the day after a four-day 

power outage.      

I’m at ____Port Townsend, growlers are probably doing touch and goes at 

NASWI. 2nd night in a row, they went till late last night and will go till later 

tonight. This has got to stop. We have been fighting this for years. F*** the 

navy 

It is nonstop assault from the growlers today.  My ears are ringing  

Have been flying low directly over house for over 4 hours and it is 8:30 pm 

now and i have to work in the morning so I need sleep!!!  Stop!  Its so loud i 

cannot have a conversation in my house!  STOP STOP STOP!  House is 

vibrating.   

Flights all day today and off and on for last couple of days. Feels like I’m in a 

war zone. 

So loud through the house there is no escape. If they keep flying I will have 

to sleep in the tent in the basement that is unrated. I would weather freeze 

than listen to this. Stomach is sick now.  

They are still flying. My chest feels tight. This is so stressful. This is my 

home.  

Much too loud for this far south. Intrusive even indoors. 

Nice wakeup flyby growlers!@#$.   

Growlers making a lot of noise on otherwise peaceful day. 

%$@$growlers  

Early morning long, loud, fly over. 

Run for cover intensity, harmful/unsafe emissions, density altitude minus -

1300 feet. Painful! 

Here they go again I have to leave my home I get too nervous and anxiety 

and my brain pressure blouse husband is working from home he has high 

blood pressure too can’t hear on his conference calls 

Brutal! 

Too dangerously  loud! 

I was walking up my driveway when the jets started again. The first 2 were 

flying high and it was almost tolerable. The 3rd flew about 200 feet above 

me; I covered my ears but it still hurt & my body rumbled with sonic 

reverberation. This is toxic. 

It just flew over my house all of a sudden 

Damaged hearing because couldn't get to ear pro fast enough.  The 

distraction of the extremely low flights caused an additional job site injury.  

I would give an honest altitude estimate of 250' for the overflights in this 

neighborhood. 

SE Lopez, 10 Nov 22, 7pm:  Screaming overflight.  82.3 decibels 

house is rumbling as they begin flying-with each pass, closer to being 

directly overhead.  

Dreadful roaring and vibration at various times during the day. 

Loud Navy jets just doing their normal thing of making it difficult to be 

outdoors. 



Growlers up flying and making noise again  

Some of the growlers are flying much faster than they normally do  for 

landing practice.  That makes it even louder. 

Loud enough to frighten our dogs.   

Needed to add it's loud enough to make the house shake.  Been going on for 

several hours. 

Really loud flyover  

Growlers making noise as the do carrier landing practice 

Noise is much louder than usual, and relentless, starting from this morning. 

It is not possible to go outside without the noise overshadowing everything 

else.  

Just trying to live here but growlers flying loudly and making life hell 

Growlers #@% up my day 

Super loud growler overhead  

I needed to sleep today! Every time I try the planes make it impossible. They 

woke me up and they won’t let me get back to sleep. They were very loud 

today 

"Landing practice underway at sunset. It is creating an uninterrupted 

extreme ""blast-noise"" shattering the evening. Multiple aircraft looping 

means NO RELIEF, just constant noise.   

All day the sounds of these growlers has been disruptive  

Loud, noise for the past 2 hours- 

It sucks that the Navy has ruined this area. It's so loud 

More growlers flying and impacting life for those living here  

Really loud growlers making noise ruining yet another evening  

Terrible very deep thunder- rumbling and deeply shaking my Anacortes 

home- while navy warplanes are terrorizing Coupeville I know.  How is this 

OK???  Evening- Monday.  Not OK. 

God this constant growler abuse has to stop  

Sounded like a rocket taking off. Extremely loud and vibrated our house.  

how is it effective to have electronic jamming craft so loud as to easily 

determine why comms are failing, this is a moronic plane for the mission 

Extremely loud flyover by growlers  

Nonstop noise abuse from the growlers today  

They have it turned up to 11 today on growler noise scale 

Come on people are living here.  Too damn loud  

Another growler flyby disrupting my life 

Growlers are too damn loud for this heavily populated area  

Extremely loud continuously for several hours. Not only was it loud but it 

vibrated the house. Time to move this facility to the desert. 

Too much noise for residential area  

Hey growlers there are people living here.  Why aren't they flying in remote 

place like El Centro? 

It's just outrageous that the growlers can fly day and night impacting so 

many Americans  

Continuous extremely loud aircraft noise all day. Stared this morning and 

still going on. 

This amount of noise from growlers flying all day is abuse plan and simple  

It sounds like War ! I cannot stand the Growlers! 



Can't take much more of this noise 

I have had 5 days of no electricity due to a massive storm.  I am trying to 

relax and what do I hear - your growlers.  It is extremely unhealthy for many 

of us that are forced to endure your training noise.  Please find a less 

densely populated area  

The planes are flying tonight out of pattern far up into Greenbank and VERY 

LOW. Why???  

All I wanted was a peaceful dinner with my daughters ! Now it feels like a 

giant runaway train ready to run over my house ! 

This is too much for me to take.  Growlers all day 

Get the damn growlers out of here  

Growlers flying loudly.  People are trying to live here???  

SE Lopez, 14 Nov 22, 8:21pm:  75.4 decibels : Yet another screaming 

overflight. 

Especially loud today. Making it difficult to concentrate and get work done.  

Very loud flights. Trying to work from home. Very hard to focus.  

Tandem flight over a kindergarten garden class room.  

So loud I can not hear my important work zoom call 

So frustrating. The court found the WNS EIS deficient, so why are they still 

flying Growlers over our homes? 

Another Tuesday in the Navy's hellscape.  Trying to listen in a meeting but 

so much jet noise. 

Really need a break from the growlers  

My body shaking so is my home Know I’m getting a headache what a rude 

awakening from a great sleep 

Husband can’t hear his conference calls and his blood pressure is getting 

higher wait for his health and his job 

Sounds like I’m in a war zone flying straight over house every few minutes 

Wow we had almost 45 minute break from the growlers.  They are really 

slcking off on today's abuse  

The growlers have been flying all morning - tolerable noise.  In the last few 

minutes 2 planes have flown overhead.  The noise is extremely loud and 

disruptive.  My 3 large dogs are scared.  This is a deliberate assault on 

people living here. 

"The usual- metallic screaming interreupting thoughts off and on all day in 

Oak Harbor medical clinic- sometimes  interrupting conversations with 

patients, or phone conversations with patients as well. 

Too loud for good health day in and day out" 

The growlers are up again.  It could have been a really great day but more 

ear shattering noise is in store for us tonight  

Horrible jet noise from OLF tonight heard ALL THE WAY IN PORT LUDLOW!! 

Sounds like another night of loud growlers flying. 

Ongoing jet noise all day with intermittent breaks, causing symptoms of 

dizziness and headaches.  

Get the damn growlers out of the airspace above my house.  They should 

not be terrorizing us  

F*** you 

Growler noise has gone on for 2+ hours now without more than a minute or 

so of silence.  There is no way to relax due the loud level and difficult to 

watch tv.  Going to sleep early is impossible.   

 



Zoom evening class disrupted repeatedly in Anacortes- military making 

study very hard. 

Constant most of this evening, triggering anxiety. It’s inescapable intense 

noise and vibration. 

This amount of noise has to be illegal  

I would like to know why the flight path is suddenly over my house. 

Normally one jet will fly out towards Holmes Harbor prior to training. They 

have never flown all of their planes over us. No disclosure, no notice of 

change.  

Growlers flying making conversation impossible on the phone.  This is too 

loud for those living here  

"Report: harmful acoustic energy emissions from USN aircraft over Central 

Whidbey Island on Tuesday morning, Nov 15, 2022. 

Harmful emissions create unsafe conditions for people and animal life under 

the flight path. 

Density altitude: (minus) -1500 feet 

Interrupting my sleep in my husband’s conference calls 

Why the hell wouldn't they do this noisy growler training in remote desert 

location like El Centro.  They used to fly growlers there  

You're ruining an otherwise perfectly nice day. 

Oh my God a few hours sleep and woke up by my house rumbling in loud 

noise this is affecting my health and my family 

Getting sick and frustrated can’t sleep or do activities 

My body shaking I can’t go through this much longer it’s affecting my 

family’s health  

There are a couple of locations in this vicinity where dogs go to play, and if 

the sound of these jets is startling and unsettling to me, I can only imagine 

how it must feel to dogs.  

After a continuous full day and half the night of this excessive jet noise it 

would be nice to get a break from it. A respectable neighbor would, but I 

guess the military doesn't have to be respectable to the citizens. 

Husband can’t hear on conference calls I’m sick and I can’t sleep this is 

affecting our livelihood and health 

Density altitude: -1500’ 

Growlers just keep beating the hell out of our nerves day after day.  When is 

this insanity going to stop  

"I have a video that shows the noise level of 107.1 decibels. This in an area 

that is supposed to not exceed 85. It is painful.  

That was beyond ridiculous. I fail to see why the jets would have to fly this 

close to Port Townsend and hit the afterburners. It feels as though the Navy 

is doing this out of spite. It shook the house and scared our pets. 

Absolutely horrible praising war destroying our skies in our air 

"Please stop. Go to Chico. 

Enough is enough. This has been going on for two straight days. This isn't a 

jet or two doing takeoffs and landings. It's several jets flying over an area of 

1000-2000 square miles, all day long. It's impossible to hide from the noise. 

The planes are flying OUT of pattern tonight over Greenbank and are flying 

very low.  This is the 2nd night in a row.  Why?  

It would be nice to be able to live in my home without having to were sound 

cancelling headphones.  Growlers are making that impossible  

Who the hell thought it was good idea to expand the amount of growler 

flights over densely populated area???? 



You ruined the afternoon and now you are ruining the evening. Just stop. 

Come on this is too much.  Growlers are way too loud to be flying here day 

and night  

I live at ____Port Townsend. The f***ing navy is creating another night of 

noise chaos! It sounds like world war three outside my house. We live with 

this s*** day in and out, last night was the same as tonight! This has got to 

be addressed  

Right over my house.  So damn loud.  This has got to stop. 

People are trying to live here.  Growlers ruining my life  

Loud enough that it's difficult to watch tv and is scaring my dogs.  This noise 

assault has gone on for a long time now.   

Our house is vibrating!!!! I thought they weren’t supposed to fly over the 

hospital. The patients need rest.  

Now so loud house is shaking. 

I am in my home and can't hear anything but loud growlers flying.  

Get the loud growlers out of my neighborhood.  They need to move these to 

el centro where they won't bother anyone.  Remote location  

Two nights in a row of constant loud jet noise!! 

"Bone-crushing energy emissions. 

Density altitude: minus -2300 feet" 

Low rumble does not describe what this sounds like. It is a loud penetrating 

roar that goes on and on. It's hard to concentrate, to work and to relax with 

this insistent noise.  

Why are they flying so late at night? When do they stop? 

I was woken up by Loud noise and  the house rumbling 

My anxiety is through the roof and my blood pressure from wake me up to 

this nonsense 

Flying directly over Our House again and again and again!Please stop the 

madness 

This is not a good way to start your morning been woken up by  growlers 

i’m having great anxiety and high blood pressure this is affecting her health  

My wife is recovering from surgery.  We are trying to eat dinner.  This is very 

distressing and unhealthy for both of us 

Continuous growling, rumbling noise.  Making it unpleasant inside our 

house.  Has gone on for several minutes.   

Noise continues.  My 2nd report for the evening.  No end in sight.  Now 

getting louder and more disturbing to neighborhood.  

how ironic that while leaders are meeting to discuss climate change, you 

idiots are up there burning insane amounts of fuel in the high atmosphere. 

who are you protecting? 

I'm in Port Townsend. The location isn't working.  My wife is recovering 

from surgery. This has been going on all day. It is not conducive for her 

recovery  

The flights have been exceptionally loud the last few days. 

Can’t work from home children can’t concentrate on homework And the 

dog going in  to seizures 

"Our guest can’t believe how loud it is and how our house  rumbles  

At least islanders understand how much we are being tortured at our own 

home hopefully will have more in the fight with us more than it knows how 

bad it is here " 

Can’t even have a conversation With Guest for dinner 



It’s not healthy for our children to wear earplugs At  dinner and homework 

time and then when they go to bed should  children live in earplugs in their 

ears 24 seven we homeschool our children to can’t even get out in the yard 

to do activities  

So loud and disturbing, constant roar 

I can barely talk with my family in my home.  Growlers need to move to 

remote location  

hey hey whattya say navy growlers go away 

Hey noisy growlers your previous base advertising say it is ideal flying 

weather site.  It is remote location so get the hell out of here.  People are 

trying to live here  

Disrupted dinner guest birthday party they had to go home , they couldn’t 

understand how we could go through this. 

The noise from the growlers have been so loud the past two nights that my 

3 year old has been panicked and scared to go to sleep. She’s very auditory 

sensitive and this just sets her nervous system on high alert. Why does it 

have to be at night? 

Reporting for a Guest staying in the CAMA Beach State Park cabins. They did 

not have the link. They were very upset over the jets. Could not sleep and 

will not be back.  

Can't we get a break from this incessant noise? Third day in a row of 

unbearable jet noise. It's continuous for hours on end. Move the jets to an 

isolated area where a falsified EIS won't appear to be such a dishonest 

effort. 

Density altitude: minus (-) 1500 feet, exacerbating acoustic conductivity.  

It feels never ending ! From dawn to late night Monday through Friday! Oak 

Harbor        

Flying directly over our house! Measuring well over 80 decibels.  We do not 

like this one bit! 

Now it is measuring over 91 decibels here on lower floor of house. Horrible 

way to end the day.  

Fly over our house  just copping the trees Her  extremely noise  using 

burners 

When we Report for it they just l fly over our home as low as they  

disrupting our lives and our pets has seizures and it worries the whole 

family making us all sick with high anxiety and Bad headaches and sick to 

my stomach from the nerves 

Can’t have conversations at dinner party 

Extremely LOUD constant noise - it's been going on now for a while! 

Can’t even hear conversations on the telephone/talk to anyone in the room 

or outside there’s nowhere we can go 

Unbelievably loud, and at dinner time. Great neighbors, Navy. This 

emphasizes the total lack of respect for northern Puget Sound and the 

Islands by the Navy.    

"This is a nightmare!!!!  My windows rattle and this is not possible that you 

are allowed to produce this level of noise near our homes.   

It was a beautiful time for a beach walk and then the sounds of war started 

up. This is so inappropriate for this area. It's disturbing and terrifying. I can't 

even imagine how many wild animals have gone permanently deaf from 

this awful noise. 

Unbelievable how loud the growlers are  

As I was leading an important virtual meeting today the jets come roaring 

over. I had to disrupt conversations over & over again to mute myself; 

decibels approached 90 inside the home, windows closed. This disrupts our 

lives & work in so many ways. 



How much of this growler noise do they think we can take??? 

God these loud growler flights are just killing us.  So stressful  

Get the damn growlers out of airspace above densely populated area.  We 

need a break from this crap 

Get the hell out of here growlers  

Growlers need to move to remote site like el centro 

So loud.  Why are they doing this training in residential area 

How can this amount of noise coming from the growlers be legal? 

This abuse has to stop.  Growlers are torturing the Americans living here 

Can’t even hear my TV 

My ears are ringing give me a terrible Head ack 

This is so loud.  How can this be happening in America.  We are trying to live 

here  

Get those damn jets away from my house  

I Measured sound Meter  evening and it went as  high 135 

Loud fly over following another 45 minutes of loud non stop noise. 

Another loud fly over- it has been pretty non stop noise for hours now. 

I have ear plugs in and the sound is penetrating the entire house. Work all 

day and now I feel attacked in my own home. This is sound I hear on 

Camano. How can do his be allowed?  

I had to look up the noise is so loud. I expected to see the jets and the red 

from their engines.  

South Lopez 

Dreadful roaring this morning, and another day this week. The noise 

destroys all sense of calm or peace. The noise is truly dreadful, very 

disturbing. Hideous noise.  

Sounds like Mt. St. Helens is erupting… 

They’ve already vibrated my electricity and plumbing over that few years 

that I’m having so much trouble with it I have to get a plumber and 

electrician out here more than once still happening 

Why are some of the jets so much louder than others? 

Shattering jet noise from landing practice! 

Constant rumble and roar from the south - interrupts conversation - 

interrupts business calls with customers.   So annoying - so very very 

annoying.   Nothing masks it - the frequency is so low and penetrating.    

When will the Navy take responsibility after four years of going through this 

I have Not being contacted by them they let other people in the community 

that don’t know what you’re talking about to fight their battles not one 

word from them 

I wish they fly on weekends so the people that have vacation in my 

neighborhood how bad it is  

Sinister rumbling, shaking thunder hitting and shuddering the south side of 

my Anacortes home-  5-6 pm and ongoing so far.  Disquieting, disturbing 

and unacceptable- for a land at peace as always. 

Almost 8 pm and at least 3 hours after this round began, deep thunderous 

shaking of my home in Anacortes- surely means also insufferable, hearing 

damaging torture on South Whidbey- bad here and unconscionable there. 

Can’t hear my business  zoom calls  

Morning blasts drown out inside conversation 

Massively loud 



House shaking from sound blasts 

Clover Valley school . 

Clover Valley school 

Clover Valley school 

Clover Valley school 

Clover Valley school 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Clover Valley school 

South Lopez 

I was at Isabelle's coffee (Lopez) at an outdoor meeting when we had to 

stop everything and wait for the Growler to pass over. There is no excuse 

for this extreme sound over a peaceful group of citizens.  

Multiple low flying growler aircraft  

Density Altitude: minus -1300’, creating unsafe conditions! 

Unsafe for humans and animal life.  

They’re flying straight over our house again can’t hear phone conversations 

I watch employee videos that we need to for a business 

Up against a deadline, I'm trying to complete important work that requires 

attention to detail - but the jets are roaring overhead every 40 seconds, like 

a lawn mower passing through my house each time. How are we supposed 

to live and work like this? 

If the people that lived in my neighborhood that have vacation homes can’t 

hear it is we would have more to joined in a fighting 

I clocked them on my Sound monitor last night it was 135 

My ears ringing & getting a terrible headache my anxiety is upsetting my 

stomach this is so unhealthy why want navy meet with us and try to resolve 

this problem they don’t fly the same patterns as prowler, growlers are 

loudest Aircraft in the world   

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my evening at home 

Extremely loud EA growlers passing overhead like they have been for weeks 

What's up?  The growlers are just pummeling us today.  Flying all day and 

now into the night  

"Density altitude -1900’ 

My dog is trembling in the kitchen." 

Growlers up again tonight after fu day od abuse. How can this be legal  

Too much.  Growlers flying loudly all day  and night  

"This is terrifying our children and our old age community 

Why do they not listen to all of our health issues " 

This is not the sound of freedom it’s the sound of enemy attacking their 

own communityThe Navy’s Job is  to protect us  but they Terrorize our 

communities 

Rick Larson is a sadistic warmonger ready to do "whatever he can" to 

"strengthen" the military base. The government doesn't pretend to be 

sympathetic to its victims. They revel in cruelty. Viciousness is bipartisan. 

Repeated flyovers for many minutes. Aircraft clearly visible from the 

ground, probably no more than 500 ft altitude. Engine noise unbearable. 

SE Lopez, 17 Nov 22:  Intense day of roaring:  Started at 9:30am - went 

through the day - into the night. Exhausting. 

No where to escape. Flights in Stanwood and the island. 



Flights stopping conversations. They are everywhere I his week. No escaping 

the sound.  

Clover Valley school 

Hand in Hand Oak Harbor 

Kids learning ! 

This is a school Clover Valley that includes a program called hand in hand . 

Where kids ages 3-5 that have recognized learning , speech , and hearing 

diagnosis .  

Jets so loud you can feel it in you body.  

Clover Valley school 

Clover Valley school 

Clover Valley school 

Clover Valley school 

Clover Valley school 

Yet another noise report. Will probably be 20 more today. 

Loud enough that I can't watch TV inside my house.  This has been going on 

for about 30 minutes. 

Growlers making more noise than you would think possible  

Just put me out of my misery.  Growlers @$!% 

Flying less than 500 feet directly over my house non stop 

Seems like it's non-stop now. VERY loud, cannot speak to each other outside 

as the noise is constant and too loud. Trying to get some farm work done, 

this is making it difficult, and creating a lot of stress. The noise is very 

agitating and constant. 

Growler over Port Townsend. Location tracking on website doesn’t work so 

I live at ______ Port Townsend 98368. Growlers have been destroying the 

peace here for days and nights adding huge amounts of Co2 to the 

atmosphere and creating  havoc  

Crushing vibrations! 

The Navy is out there Navying again. Mother Nature is jealous. In the olden 

days, it would have taken a volcano eruption to make that much noise and 

pollution, but the Navy can do it with one jet. Such "progress". 

It is such a nice sunny November day.  If only the growlers weren't flying 

ruining it all.  So loud.  How come they are allowed to do this? 

Third low flying ?737- headed towards oak harbor. 

SE Lopez, 18 Nov 22, 9:45am - 12:15pm and beyond.  Roaring in the 75 - 85 

decibel range. 

Multiple loud aircrafts, starting around 9 am this morning. Louder at 9:45, 

9:48, and 9:50-ish - these ones rumbled the house and drove the dogs 

inside. Two more loud bursts at 10:12 and 10:14. Cannot drown out with 

music. Disruptive, stressful.  

I believe it's growler noise.  It is loud enough, with sufficient vibration, to 

frighten my dog. 

All morning long, Growler noise! 

Super loud in Mount Vernon 

Can’t hear on conference calls  

Has been can’t hear on his conference calls affecting our way 

Have my family in town disturbing our festivities 

Should be a peaceful Anacortes evening, but it sounds like explosions to the 

south, rumbling the south side of my home.  Disturbing.  - the USUAL….  



Frigging crazy. Can't hear. Come on, all evening, This is not one report, this 

is 20 times since 5 pm. Still going on....  

The only freedom worthy of the name is freedom from the trauma 

perpetuated daily and nightly by the military occupiers of north Whidbey 

and anywhere else their cancer has taken hold. Death to the u.s. military = 

life for the world. 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down  

Multiple low flying growler aircraft  

UNDER ATTACK - Direct fly over in search of targets. Just civilians down 

here!  

Warplanes flying over Lopez - Directly over civilians.  Can't even run to get 

away. 

Jets completely disturbing the peace as they fly low over Lopez crossing the 

center of the island. ENOUGH - there is no reason for this we are not one 

the way to anywhere. 

Fourth jet in a row -completely ruined being outdoors. What reason is there 

for fly overs of Lopez from the sea lion sanctuaries splitting the Island in 

half? Headed right over the school. 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my walk  

Shaking the whole house - Direct fly overs - and as I am reporting this 

another jet! Where the H are they going? 

Ong blast I ng noise overhead!!!!! 

God this growler noise is impossible to live with 

Landing practice with MULTIPLE  planes means NO BREAK in the noise! 

Too hazardous for outdoor activity. Seeking refuge indoors. Density 

altitude: -1100’ 

I’m at the hospital in Port Townsend and the noise from Whidbey Island 

growlers is extremely loud. Sick people have to have quiet and calmness to 

recover from sickness. How will they get that here ? The f***ing Navy does 

not care about anything! 

My ears are ringing terrible anxiety discusses me I can’t even eat my 

stomach so upset and blood pressure of weird that 

Get the God damned growlers out of here  

Can’t hear anyone on the phone can’t watch TV and our dog goes into 

seizures 

Why are the growlers flying so close to camano.  The center of Saratoga 

passage splits the distance between the islands to reduce the noise  

please stop attacking your own populace with noise, the growlers should 

not be flown over anything populated with anything you don't want to 

destroy 

People live here!!!!!  Growlers need a remote place to fly  

Getting a headache extremely loud ringing in my ears  Infecting the health 

of my family and animals And rattling my house and electricity and plug 

already messed up from this mess fly  straight over our home  

Damn loud. Right over ahead. This is a rural island. Not your flight path. 10 

times already is enough  

Two right overhead below cloud deck. Very disruptive. Please stop  

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting our evening  

The extremely loud noise is giving my dogs seizures  

Another day in growler hell 



Affecting our family Hearing and health  

Density altitude: -1200’ 

 the animals that live here the Eagles ,Whales, all our  of neighbors and pets  

My family is in town for Thanksgiving and they have never heard such loud 

noise  from a plane before the children are afraid 

This is not the sound of freedom the navy terrorizing us 

This is right over the hospital- how are patients supposed to rest???? 

Another night of ear shattering flying by growlers  

Constant very loud jet noise for over 3 hours straight. Why is it permissible 

to subject us to this? 

This is super sad flying over the hospital with sick people trying to rest. 

Shame on you  

I am flying just topping my house this is not can you pass 

Flying over our house just topping the trees this is not the flight pattern that 

the prowlers used 

SE Lopez, 21 Nov 22, 12:30-2:30pm . CONSTANT ROARING CONTINUING 

INTO NIGHT 

Loud flight, so piped communication on business zoom call. 

My mom died suddenly yesterday after being struck by a car while she was 

walking her dog. Tonight, I wish for peace and quiet instead of jet noise 

while I try to understand and accept what just happened.  

I know they are north but still sound through house.  

Another day ruined by Jet Noise - Unmuffled take offs and landing 

Hideous ongoing noise from growlers. Such disruptive noise, unnerving and 

unsettling noise. 

The vibration has given us electrical issues and plumbing 

They messed up my electric and plumbing  Why have started out and 

plumbing leak from vibration 

We have family in town for Thanksgiving we shouldn’t have to put them up 

in the hotel because the noise is so bad The electricity so messed up we only 

have one l light an account10 not working in the kitchen Plumbing is leaking 

from the vibrations  

"Our house is shaking from the ground testing. Please stop! 

It hurts our ears " 

The noise from these Growlers has driven me crazy today. It spooked the 

horse I was riding at 11:30 am, I’ve heard it several times throughout the 

day, it distracted me at work, and I’m still getting interrupted while I’m 

trying to read. Stop it.  

Oak Bay, just east of Victoria BC on Vancouver Island. Have been putting up 

with this for years.   

All afternoon. I thought it was drilling from the construction one block away 

but it went all afternoon and into the evening. Yikes.  

Loud,  rumbling that is on and off all day long.  Can't see anything in the sky 

but it is so loud and disruptive 

Good thing that phone call was not an emergency 

Get Jets OUT of the San Juan Islands!! We NEVER agreed to be part of your 

damn wargames practice!You are destroying our peaces and our hearing! 

Every time your jets roar overhead I am left with migraines and ringing ears 

for hours! LEAVE US ALONE!! 

Drones work quieter, more efficient, less risk and cheaper 

South Lopez 

Hi Navy. You're being egregiously loud in a populated area again. 



Low flying growler aircraft  

Growlers flying overhead disrupting my morning  

Multiple low flying growler aircraft  

Extremely loud low flying growler aircraft likely with gear down  

Extremely loud low flying growler aircraft likely with gear down based on 

noise 

Two very low loud passes over South Lopez 

"Constant roar 

..deafening " 

Anyone who "supports the troops" and uses other bootlicking cliches is 

warmongering scum. That includes COER, the SDF, and all other enablers 

seeking a "balance" to be struck between life and the directives of the 

military torture program. 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Two or 3 jets low over south Lopez 

Extremely loud growler aircraft overhead  

Feels like a war zone over my house. I want to know why so many Growlers 

are flying so far north while the Whidbey NAS indicates a flight path much 

farther south.  

Second day in a row LOUD LOW GROWLERS OVERHEAD! 

Forks - wildly loud circling with whines as if bombs are dropping from the 

jets…scary loud, especially for PTSD and war veterans! Even I cringed and 

looked up to see.  

extremely loud flights overhead today many flights all morning and this 

afternoon, brutally loud assault on the environment and people who live 

here 

Loud Growlers overhead disrupting my afternoon  

Ridiculously low multiple growler aircraft over my house  

brutally loud sonic assault, please for the love of god stop attacking your 

own people 

More than extremely loud. And continuous  

Active hearing protection inside the house 

Extremely loud and right over our house 

Incredibly power acoustic energy emissions! 

Mount Vernon. Was bringing the garbage cans back in and had to stop to 

plug our ears. It's like the sound of an enormous thunderclap that doesn't 

stop for 5 minutes. Military machismo at its worst. 

Pretty sure Mount Vernon and Big Lake just got blown up. That was the 

loudest sound I've ever heard. Wish it was for a good cause. 

Way too loud way too low!!!!  Stop!!!! 

The sob is divebomning the town. This has got to stop! 

Just go away and let us have our quiet. 

KC46 flying low - not loud thankfully!  

A day after a holiday their flying . I do not remember this happening that I 

can recall . They must be way behind on flight hours due to the weather? 

Hoped we would get a break . Next week looks absolutely horrible       Oak 

Harbor 



The noise has continued to wake my 1 year old up from her naps.  It’s 

beyond disruptive to her life and it needs to stop.  STOP FLYING OVER 

RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOODS!!!!!!!   My baby is the one suffering, please 

please stop.  

Almost made it through the morning but the growlers are up flying.   

Growlers need a new place to fly  

F*** off 

It's the constant rumble that never ends 

Damn that was extremely loud growler flyby.  This has got to stop  

Another day of growler noise.  Really can't believe the can't fly in more 

remote location  

Everything is shaking in my home as the growlers flew by  

Way too fast and loud flyover by growlers.  Damn it people live here!! 

Growlers ruining another day with ear shattering noise  

F***ing growlers raising hell and disturbing the peace of Port Townsend and 

neighboring communities.If I made this much noise I would be in jail  

I heard Harley Davidsons, rice burner cars and turbo charged muscle cars 

louder than the jets and nobody complains about them. So start there 

before complaining about jets . Move if you don’t like it or only wanna 

complain about jets and not cars etc 

Growlers?  Do we all need to move or should they move to remote location 

like el centro where they have trained before  

Growlers making noise.  How can this be legal  

Hour 7 of the daily routine, these guys should be able to touch down on a 

top of a Mini Cooper by now.  

Get the growlers out of here  

here we go again 

I can feel the vibration as I walk across my floors in my house. I was just 

going to sit down and work and can’t even hear myself think. It’s sooooooo 

loud. Constant, no break in noise pattern.  

Flight directly over my house. Their flight pattern is not scheduled here. 

Almost feels like punishment for reporting.  

Growlers flying loudly starting today's abuse  

Growlers making life hell below for Americans living here  

South Lopez 

Directly above low altitude flyover.  Ungodly loud.  

This stated time may be off by a couple of minutes. 

Forks - nonstop circling over town and forests as annoying as a mosquito 

buzzing in your ears  

Extremely loud landing practice noise due to multiple aircraft circling!  No 

break from the roar. 

Still noisin'   

Growlers flying loudly  

I hate the Navy. I'm sure they don't care. 

Growlers continuing their assault on our nerves  

So loud.  Growlers do not belong here 

Low flying growler aircraft disturbing my evening  

The new Top Gun was just Star Wars and everyone knows it.  



"STOP FLYING OVER OUR HOMES!!!!!  You are disrupting my child’s sleep.  

It’s so loud it rattles the house and wakes the baby up.  Go fly over the 

water and stay away from the neighborhoods! 

Growlers flying all morning and now into the afternoon.  This is too much  

Growlers making noise ruining yet another day  

So loud inside my home.  Growlers really don't belong here  

Growlers flying loudly really need to get a new home for the growlers  

Growlers flying loudly making a real nuisance for those of us trying to live 

here  

Went right over the house.  Couldn’t hear the tv. Really, really loud. 

"All afternoon aircraft - sound seemed louder than most flights and aircraft 

lower.  

Trying to do homeschooling with a toddler ass jets fly over. Challenging  

Picking up child from pre school. Jets noise all through school and watching 

them fly over Whidbey as one child says, stupid jets. Navy, not the way to 

earn respect from the public.  

Jets so loud that I have noise canceling headphones and a shower going and 

there is no change in diminishing jet noise. No escape in my own house. It’s 

war in us.   

Trying to work in a commercial area. Jets are everywhere. There is literally 

no where you can go to get away from them today.  

Had to turn the tv up 

Peace on earth? 

Was unloading from my car but had to come inside the house due to 

unbearable noise 

This is a school !  

Forks - out of nowhere, activity stopping roar and house shaking rumble, 

then the pilot circled back again but higher. Very disturbing especially when 

reading about Ukraine war. Sounded like war overhead here! 

Clover Valley / home connections / hand and hand 

For the last four minutes! 

8 or nine- oh now 10 that look like military 737 flying over low and loud 

within the last couple of hours 

"4:55-5:35 pm  

Decibel reader read a max of 122db with 90-120 sustained through the 

duration. " 

Nice flyover growlers.  Really loud and ear shattering  

Low loud plane screaming by!!!!! 

Right over my house.  This is insane to have growlers flying here  

Two f$$$ing war jets low over the port of port Townsend. 

Can’t hear conference calls ihave heart troubles and  ringing in ears 

I’m inside my well-built, insulated house, but noise level is disruptive off 

and on. 

Growlers making life impossible below  

The low rumble is constant, and very distracting for any thoughtful activity. 

The flyovers are completely disruptive.  

Here they go again straight over our houses I’m getting so sick from this 

anxiety blood pressure and it disrupts my life 

Incredibly loud over the water. Disrupted birds and drowned out any ability 

to hear.  



Low altitude flyover 

A second low altitude flyover.  Could hear the engines screeching. 

Could not hear tv. 

Growlers up starting today's assault on our eardrums  

Please go away. Whatever benefit you think you're providing can't be worth 

you effectively destroying the things you say you're protecting. 

"3 growlers 

Could not have conversation" 

Low over south Lopez 

Lowest loudest flight in 12 years over south Lopez 

How is the jet noise NOT a problem exactly? Exactly how?  

Constants Rumbles 

Growlers flying and making a lot of noise  

Low flying growler aircraft  

Trying without success to have uniterrupted conversation, enjoy dinner, 

listen to radio. All those activities problematic due to ongoing Growler jet 

noise, such loud noise, blocking conversations. Enough already!! 

This evening there have been so many fly overs that have disrupted the 

quiet of my evening which I cherish.  Please stop! 

Yet another.  STOP! 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my afternoon  

Low flying growler aircraft  

More than extremely loud 

Low flights over south Lopez 

Helicopter . Loudest such  

I'm normally somewhat tolerant of the jets. but the last one was extremely 

loud. my ears are ringing.  like extremely loud.  

"So far there have been 4 incidents of a growler flying right over our house.  

At 4:44 

4:47 

5:13 

5:36 

Hope you’re done for the day. What a pain these are as we can’t even hear 

the TV." 

Multiple Low flying growler aircraft disrupting our evening  

Two low flights over south Lopez 

This is harassment. I sent a report about 4 flyovers on the 6th and I thought 

that was a lot. However, at 6:20 and again at 8:27 two more came low over 

our house. What is going on??? 

Numerous times during the day and into the evening, the aircrafts were so 

loud the conversation and TV viewing were interrupted and our dog became 

very agitated. 

Utterly ridiculous. Honey, if you have to ask, you already know the jet noise 

is too loud.  

Several flights loud enough to rumble through the house and stop/ change 

activities. We his noise is loud rumbling nought but I don’t Ben interrupt 

over the daily noise of dish washer, washer, dryer and childrens play.  

Constant circling above. 



There's a construction project going on next door with big heavy machinery 

and the occasional jackhammer, and that noise gets DWARFED by a Navy jet 

flying over. Imagine living next to the loudest construction project and it will 

NEVER END. 

Loud and continuous. Cloud cover may be directing it down to us in which 

case the jets should not fly below the cloud cover.  

Intermittently all day long and into the evening, the aircraft noise disturbed 

conversations, TV listening and upset our dog. 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Mount Vernon.  One of the more annoying things about Navy jets vs. 

regular commercial planes is they go from silent to explosion in an instant, 

which means they will steal your attention and often startle you. Like the 

one that just passed. 

Low altitude flyover. 

Really loud.  Shaking house and windows on Camano Island.  Flying low, 

heading east.   

"Bakerview Road, Lopez Island. Most of the afternoon and evening multiple 

low level growler aircraft disrupting my life.  

The location map was not working today. " 

Woke family up. 

"Second day of LOUD JETS OVERHEAD  

DAY AND NIGHT 

PLEASE FLY ELSEWHERE " 

What do you mean "loudness"? The jets are breaking the sound barrier! 

Really? LOUDNESS? LOUDNESS? Hasn't anyone sued the government for 

making them deaf? There goes another one right now as I write this.  

Low rumble today. 

Very difficult to carry on conversation outside 

Hardly ever stops 

Another flight overhead.  We stopped conversation.  It is distracting. 

Growlers making so much noise  

Again??? 

Aircraft noise interrupted our dinner conversation and TV viewing.  This has 

been going numerous times throughout the day for the past several days.  

The dog gets up and paces nervously until the noise passes.  

It seems as the cloud cover obscures the area, the jets forget there are 

people down under and blast away continuously.  This should not be 

happening at all. 

The earth shaking roars and screams keep coming. They shake our house 

and stop all communication. We can't  talk in person or on the phone, or 

listen to music or news or watch a movie. Our lives go on hold when they 

fly. 

Quiet ambience of island living disrupted by a rather low-flying aircraft.  

Stopped work.  Caused teeth to hurt and could be felt in physical body.  

Very very unpleasant. 

Multiple low level growler aircraft with gear down disrupting my afternoon. 

STOP FLYING OVER OUR HOMES!!!!  You constantly wake my sleeping child 

up!  STOOOOP doing it!  The noise is so loud and disturbs the entire 

household.  Fly somewhere else please!!!! 

Low level growler aircraft disrupting my life! 

Lots of flying this afternoon! Too many to itemize each one. 



"Multiple low flying growler aircraft. Unfortunately, the location is not 

working.  

Bakerview Road, Lopez Island " 

Jets flying directly overhead and circling, several times throughout the day.  

" Another day of LOUD LOW JETS OVER OUR QUIET ISLAND THIS 

AFTERNOON & EVENING! 

Go away please!" 

Growlers flying loudly and making life hell  

Extremely loud and deafening noise and palpable sound waves - disrupted 

activity  

I used to report the noise everyday when I first moved here, then I stopped. 

Back on the wagon again. For a full week your hate jets have been pollluting 

the skies with their hate noise. Quit it. I have to wear earplugs ALL DAY AND 

ALL NIGHT! 

Low rumble from that I assume are growler jets since around 5am this 

morning , noise in ongoing 

DECATUR ISLAND" 

Same story, different day. Insane levels of noise that shouldn't be allowed in 

populated areas. 

Go away! 

"4 DAYS of LOUD GROWLERS OVERHEAD  

DECATUR ISLAND" 

With no warning, as always, we could not hear ANYTHING except jet noise, 

and our bodies shook and the house shook from the low frequency 

reverberations. The Prowlers were not NEARLY as loud, or as numerous, 

when we moved here.  

WHAT? SORRY, I CAN'T HERE YOU OVER THE SOUND OF THE SELF-

IMPORTANT NAVY BOMBARDING CITIZENS WITH SHOCK AND AWE! 

"Location map still not working.  

Bakerview Road, Lopez Island  

Low flying growler aircraft " 

The loudest it's been in years!! 

"Location map not operating.  

Lopez Golf Club 

Multiple low flying growler aircraft with gear down. " 

"Flying so very low over my home, the noise is greater that extremely loud. 

DECATUR ISLAND " 

Couldn’t carry on a conversation inside my house! 

"Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my day.  

Bakerview Road, Lopez Island  

DECATUR ISLAND 

Incredibly loud, way too loud!" 

EXTREMELY LOUD GROWLER OVERHEAD!!!! !!!! 

"Loud/ rumbling of windows.   

Seems strange / such unconscionable noise and our government does not 

protect us.  

Awaiting judges ruling.    

Do the right thing Navy.  Move your weaponized jets where their practice 

does not disrupt life.   



Low altitude fly over. 

The decibel range for these hate jets is defeaning. Has anyone sued the 

government for making them deaf? Words cannot describe the amount of 

hate coming from these growlers all day from 8 am to 11pm at night. So 

much hate coming from those hate jets. 

Couldn’t hear tv 

Trying to enjoy the library as the jets fly over 

Note: This is not the exact time. It was a bit earlier this morning but I don't 

remember the exact time. 

Constant or punctuated by deafening roar 

At this hour of course it disrupts! 

Wearing ear muffs in the San Juans really defeats the purpose of living in 

the San Juans. Words cannot describe the amount of hate coming from 

these growlers all day from 8 am to 11pm at night. So much hate coming 

from those hate jets. 

Too low over Coupeville on a Sunday evening! 

Awful lowland loud.  

Words cannot describe the amount of hate coming from these growlers all 

day. Start the day at 8am with hate jets and go the entire day with hate jets 

then end the day with hate jets and then lay in bed for hours ...Like being in 

a war zone.  

It is Sunday night. The Navy is not supposed to be flying. Jet flight went 

directly past my house then circled fully around my house and I’m not even 

on the flight path. So low it was under the rain clouds and could fully be 

seen.  

Sunday evening hope this is not going to be another day        Oak Harbor 

Couldn’t hear the tv  

Starting the week off with a nice blast of Navy Shock and Awe 

Slicing through silence. The horrible deafening jet.     How much fuel exhaust 

being dumped over the San Juan’s.  This needs to stop.  It’s not healthy for 

children/adults/animals or birds.  Why are we allowing the Navy to soil our 

homes.  

Another bombardment of Navy Noise in Mt. Vernon. Still rumbling. 

Wtf are we under attack?  No just another unbelievably loud flyover by 

growlers  

Extremely loud and deafening 

Get the damned growlers out of here  

All day today December 12th. All night and day from the 10th, 9th, 8th, 7th, 

6th, 5th...growling "hate jets" overhead. I have had to wear my ear muffs all 

day everyday except Sunday for the last week! What the f***? Stop flying 

these hate jets.  

All day long today...the Hate noise from the jets. ALL DAY LONG. IT IS NOW 

3PM AND THE NOISE HAS YET TO STOP. ALL DAY LONG 

AAAAAAAAARRRRRRRRRRRRRGGGGGGGGGHHHHH...the sound of hate. 

And it permeates the air, the environment, the people with hate.  

Still going on. Still plenty of hate jets flying right now and I am inside. 

INSIDE. And the noise is still so loud that it is shaking my walls. Right now at 

3:34pm. All day long this has been going on. Fing ridiculous that we have to 

do this. 

Loudness options are humorous. This is a website to report jet noise. It's jet 

noise. Jet noise is loud. Period. Jet noise breaks the sound barrier. 100 

decibels INSIDE THE HOUSE. Ridiculous.  

I have a call that costs $1500 for an hour and I have jets flying over and can’t 

hear the call.  

Aircraft so low it was like you could reach up and touch it 



Annoying levels of noise in Mount Vernon 

planes were making loud rumbling noises earlier - around 3:15 - 3:30.   

loud enough and long enough to make watching tv (indoors) difficult. 

Growler overhead! 

Loud low overflights. 

They lost the lawsuit so I guess they are making life hell for us out of spite 

Loud enough that we can't watch television in our house. 

Tremendous roar and rumble from the direction of oak Harbor. 

Forks - sounding like prolonged thunder rolling over town…quiet then 

suddenly silence is shattered then disappears after over a minute of 

rumbling. Disturbing, unnatural noise  

Growlers making so much noise this morning.  This is a residential 

neighborhood!!! 

aaaaarrrrrgggggghhhhhh the noise is unbearable. outside in this pristine 

wilderness  you are killing all of us.  

fing ridiculous noise 

you need to put "violently angry loud" 

Decatur Island. Wow, made my windows vibrate. Have video.  

Several low flying growler aircraft this morning and afternoon disturbing my 

work. For some reason the location finder isn't working on my smartphone.  

work or report noise hate crimes... 

dogs don't "growl" to show friendship, kindness, or love. Growling is a sign 

of an enemy. You must be the enemy. You act like an enemy, you sound like 

an enemy, you look like an enemy, you must be an enemy. 

Low flying growler aircraft over my house and disturbing my day. 

Very loud low flying growler aircraft with gear down. 

deafening 

It has to be a crime.  Growlers making this must noise. 

Extremely loud, vibrating the house. This late at night, really? 

it is bedtime. go to bed. stop flying. 

Way too loud during my zoom call.  

My house is shaking.   

Loud enough to frighten my dogs 

Overhead and very loud. 

The planes woke me up repeatedly this morning when I needed sleep.  

"DECATUR ISLAND 

Your map is not working." 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Right over town . The girl at Starbucks can’t hear the orders! 

Been getting louder all day.  This is really bad.  Planes have been flying over 

head all day.  Each plane has been closer to the ground & much louder.   

Continue louder and louder all day.  Started this morning.  House is shaking, 

dogs are scared and it's difficult to hear television.  This is greatly impacting 

our quality of life today. 

"Less than 200’ over house. dB 105.9 

Total lack of respect for U.S. citizens’ health and safety on the part of USN 

COMMAND !!!" 



DECATUR ISLAND 

Repeated very, very low passes immediately over our home.  Retaliatory 

behavior due to reported "Noise Events"???  

Growlers flying right over the house  

Growlers really loud flyover  

Don't know what aircraft was. It vibrated the windows and house. That was 

ridiculous. This is definitely not the location for whatever testing/training is 

going on. We're 15-20 miles away from the Whidbey base. Time to move 

this. 

Growlers low and loud right over residential homes  

What in the hell was that?! It went from near silence to just about the 

loudest sound I've ever heard in under 3 seconds. NO! You are flying too 

close. Someone needs to be court marshaled for that.  

WTF? This is vibrating the house. Quite ridiculous. Stop this abuse by the 

navy. 

Growlers flying right over houses heading north.  Wtf is wrong with going up 

center of Saratoga passage instead to reduce the noise???? 

My husband & I were out walking this afternoon.  A growler flew over the 

north eastern beach area of Fort Warden State Park .  It was so loud that it 

hurt our ears.  Needless to say, talking to each other was impossible. 

What the hell is going on with the dozen or so growlers flying north low and 

loud right over homes on Camano?  Saratoga passage is wide open and it 

reduces the ear shattering noise level. 

Extremely loud, disruptive flight overhead, please stop the madness and 

attack on the people and environment here. These should be replaced with 

lightweight drones for electronic jamming this is a moronic choice in planes. 

Why can't the growlers fly in a remote place like el centro.  Too damn loud 

for puget sound  

I live at _______ Port Townsend and the Navy is flying and causing misery 

and trauma for a large portion of Jefferson County, Island and Clallam also. 

What gives the Navy the right to disturb the people and animals that have 

to live here?  

Dec 14. 10:15 am or so. Very Loud jet screaming. Lopez. 

Dec 14. South Lopez.  Another loud jet roar. 

Dec 14. South Lopez.  11:20am. This is annoying.  MORE loud jet noise, jets 

roaring around. 

Dec 14, 1:11pm.  Lopez. There has been a lot of jet noise today.  I can't 

report all of them,  but this one was very loud. 

Dec 14, 1:11pm.  Lopez. There has been a lot of jet noise today.  I can't 

report all of them,  but this one was very loud. 

2:05pm. South Lopez, Dec 14.  LOUD LOUD LOUD jet roaring. 

Dec 14. South Lopez. 2:28pm.  More disruptive jet noise.  Roaring around.  

TOO LOUD.  Annoying.  Distracting.  Too much jet noise today. 

There is no where to go within a decent drivable distance to get away from 

Jet noise. From the S end of Camano to the N end. To Stanwood and into 

Mountain Vernon. This is an hr dive 

loud rumbling.   

Sounds like an endless caravan of dump trucks are driving past my house. 

loud enough to make watching tv difficult 

Tandem flights directly over the house and it’s bed time for a school night 

Much too loud 



Roar and rumble from Ault Field/OH 

Two growlers making a lot of noise  

Low altitude direct flyover Lopez. Earth shattering noise 

here we go again. 14 days in a row of "hate" noise. 

The noise from Whidbey island station has been horrendous over the 

Quimper Peninsula Port Townsend Discovery Bay area for weeks now 

Too loud too long. Been going on all morning. 

Lots of loud jet noise  heard here at the anacortes ferry. 

Two painfully loud flyovers so far in Mt Vernon this morning. I bet they 

wouldn't be so painful if they were happening over an unpopulated desert 

instead. 

In North Beach, Port Townsend.  Rumble frightening our dogs. 

It might have been at 7:41 - not sure. 

North Beach location.  On-line locator isn't working.   

THIS IS THE NAVY SAYING GOOD MORNING. WE'RE ALWAYS SHOUTING 

BECAUSE WE'RE VERY IMPORTANT 

What a beautiful day. I think I'll go outside for lunch. (Navy turns entire 

county into military hellscape). Nope. Nevermind. I'll put on my 

headphones and cower indoors like most weekdays. 

More massive noise in Mt Vernon. That's all. 

Decatur island 

Active noise headphones .. 

Decatur island 

Multiple low level growler aircraft  

I live at _____ 98368. Growlers are causing disturbance and stress for my 

family and community! Get rid of them, they are outdated, extremely 

expensive and contribute to climate catastrophe  

STOP DISRUPTING MY CHILD’S NAP!  Go fly away from residential areas!  

Please please please!  My child is the one suffering from this crap.  You have 

plenty of places to fly, stay away from our homes! 

Very low over my house  

Cape St Mary/SE Lopez Island, Wa 

Loud jet over South Lopez.  Dec 16.  Trying to concentrate on my work and 

there is screaming jet noise!! 

11:47am. Dec 16.  MORE JET NOISE ROARING INTO OUR HOME.  SOUTH 

LOPEZ. 

12:47PM. DEC 16.  JET NOISE CONTINUES TO ANNOY.  THE JET NOISE IS 

SWIRLING AROUND, FILLING THE SKY AND OUR HOME. 

Starts with low rumble- build to loud, then drones on for a while- numerous 

flights this morning. 

Sometimes I hope for the Navy jets to crash into the ocean. I know it's not 

kind of me, but the extreme noise makes me feel irrationally stressed and 

angry. 

Repeated low and loud overflights all day long. 

Decatur island" 

Insane really...3 weeks of daily, all day and all night growling.  

Yes, even on Christmas Day. 

I'm dreaming of a Growler-free Christmas! Ah well. At least we're not in a 

war zone. 



Mt. Vernon. After a lovely week where I assume the Navy sadists were on 

vacation, this morning I was reminded that the Navy desires for Skagit 

County to be an unlivable hellscape punctuated by blasts of unimaginable 

(and unnecessary) noise. 

"Thunderous racket making working/thinking in Oak Harbor medical clinic 

quite difficult. 

Communication with older patients is difficult even without thunderous 

racket." 

Poor cell coverage at Kalaloch lodge and the damn jets have overhead most 

of the morning. It's pretty sorry state of affairs, when on vacation in 

national parks, the dogs of war are so prevalent.  It speaks poorly of us as s 

nation.  

Kalaloch lodge again. The sound of heavy surf and blowing rain is not 

sufficient cover for those damn jets.   

I just moved here and finally think I found what's been keeping me awake 

so many nights.  We will likely not be staying and living in an environment 

that creates this kind of sleep disruption.  

Awful day in Mt. Vernon.  It's unfortunate that the Navy can't even be 

bothered to produce an accurate flight schedule so people can plan around 

the noise bombardment. Knowing which days/times I can go outside would 

help. 

Really? 3:33 in the morning. Really? But that you are running these growlers 

at all is a problem. 

4 am running growlers. How is this acceptable? It was 6 am yesterday all 

during my meditation hearing 

aaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrggggggggggggghhhhhhhhhhhhhh. Lovely. 

Multiple low flying growler aircraft disrupting my day.  

Long loud fly over!!! 

Still out there, flying around the area, blanketing our area with war noise. 

Low Growler overhead!  My New Years wish is Growlers move to the desert! 

Growlers flying loudly and making life hell below  

Really? On my 5am morning walk, these growlers are out. That they are out 

at all... 

Going on 5 weeks of 24/7 growling. When will this end? 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Multiple low flying growler aircraft  

It’s a battlefield ! 

It's been so peaceful for the past week or so. A shame it has to end. 

So loud that it was intolerable. I'm just walking in town. Goodness sake, 

why is this happening? 

Reporting these growlers is a full time job.  

SE Lopez, Dec 29,2023. All day roaring starting at 10:30 am. A sad reminder 

of War, Destruction, Huge Pollution, Climate Change and Death.  Will we 

EVER learn? 

Louder than usual. 

Continued passes 

EVen though these growlers run all night long starting again at 5 to 6 am, 

there needs to be someone employed full time strictly reporting these 

growlers. They run ever 5 minutes.  

Strike that. They run every 30 seconds. I cannot keep up and live  my life. 

Get rid of these growlers. They are so pollutting. 

Loud, long fly over!! 



Long lasting flight. Penetrates house with noise and can be heard over 

everything else. 

I heard another one a few minutes ago - didn't get to report it. 

Every 3 minutes but I cannot get back to the computer fast enough to report 

each growler. 


